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hey 

Somebodys givin' me grief 
I'm having one of those days 
Somethin' that i just dont need 

Today 
Things just aint goin' ma way 
Nuthin' is workin' for me 
Oh boy im feelin the strain 

(Bridge) 
So now I 
Gotta reach up to the bright sky 
If I had trusted the faith that so far made me feel right 

(Chorus) 
Its ok, bad days just come at times 
Dont stress wont last, its only for a minute 
All good hard times you wonder why 
Ok got to be strong if you go win it (x2) 

Hey (hey) 
Whats the problem with me 
Is it bad enough to complain 
There's people much worse off than me (hey) 

Yay (yay) 
Can't seem to handly my feet 
Feel Like its all goin' wrong 
This s*** should make me grow stronger (hey) 

(Bridge) 
So now I 

Gotta reach up to the bright sky 
If I had trusted the faith that so far made me feel right 

(Chorus) 
Its ok, bad days just come at times 
Dont stress wont last, its only for a minute 
All good, hard times you wonder why 
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Ok got to be strong if you go win it (x2) 

Take a deep breath, 
Face your fears dont be worried 
Life is too full it can never be empty 
Take a step back and a better perspective 
Fix up the shadow makes it look like I did 

Its ok 
Its allright 
Its all good 
Its allright (x2) 

(Bridge) 
So now I 
Gotta reach up to the bright sky 
If I had trusted the faith that so far made me feel right 

(Chorus) 
Its ok, bad days just come at times 
Dont stress wont last, its only for a minute 
All good, hard times you wonder why 
Ok got to be strong if you go win it (x2)
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